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JUNIOR DESK SET GRETTON GREY

SKU: LPKDSET-J1-GG
£399.17 Excl. VAT

Junior size for children of all ages
particularly great for 4-10yrs
Two tone Gretton Grey - a stylish look
Junior Pikler Inspired Desk Set - easily
adjusted to different sizes
Robust manufacture - for everyday heavy
use
Modular design - build your own with
endless possibilities
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JUNIOR PIKLER INSPIRED DESK SET GRETTON GREY

We manufacture our Junior Pikler Inspired Desk Set Gretton Grey from lacquered premium sustainable Birch Ply.
It is part of the Ligneus PLAY range of products and so assuring you of its quality. Birch Plywood offers an
incredibly durable, robust product whilst maintaining a beautifully natural look and feel. It is easily folded flat
for stowing away. We paint the rungs in our Cotswold Gretton Grey offering a stylish two tone look.

Unlike other Pikler Inspired sets on the market this uses 35mm Pine dowels for the rungs. These larger
diameters offer a more secure and comfy grip even for little hands and fingers. The Junior Pikler Inspired
Triangle stands circa 790mm high.

Easily Folded Away

The triangle is designed to easily fold away. This is done by using the quick release handles on each of the
shorter legs allowing the legs to pivot closed.

Multi Purpose / Multi Function

As education budgets are squeezed and household incomes are pinched our Ligneus PLAY Pikler Inspired Range
offers not only the highest quality but also a range of functions. One minute it is a classic activity station and
the next a learning centre. Consequently this range becomes not only a financial benefit but also a space
saving one.

The nature of the design means that set up can be adjusted to suit the size of the child. It can be formatted to
suit the use from a horizontal desk to a slanted painting easel.

Childhood development

The Pikler Inspired Triangle range is considered an essential tool in childhood development. A food safe lacquer
offers a natural look and an easy clean finish. It has been designed to encourage the development of a child's
agility and reaction skills. They will learn to stand, climb and vanquish fears at their own pace. It instinctively
emboldens and develops strength and stability. Watch them evolve in front of your eyes as their confidence
pushes them to new heights. Literally!

The Junior Pikler Inspired Desk Set Gretton Grey is made up of:

Junior Pikler Inspired Triangle Gretton Grey
Junior Pikler Inspired Chair
Junior Pikler Inspired Desk Pen and Cup Holder
Junior Pikler Inspired Desk Board

The modular make up means all the other parts work seamlessly together. Assault courses, labyrinths,
castles....you really are only limited by your imagination.

The Junior Pikler Inspired Desk Set is dispatched flat pack with an allen key included.

Suitable for the youngest of climbers
Foodsafe lacquer offers a safe and easy clean finish
Tested in excess of 100Kg
Made in the UK from sustainable timber

Download the Junior Gretton Grey Climbing triangle Assembly Guide here

https://ligneus.co.uk/product-tag/ligneus-play/
https://ligneus.co.uk/product/junior-pikler-triangle-gretton-grey/
https://ligneus.co.uk/product/junior-pikler-chair/
https://ligneus.co.uk/product/junior-pikler-desk-pen-and-cup-holder/
https://ligneus.co.uk/product/junior-pikler-desk-board/
https://ligneus.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/V2.0-Junior-Pikler-Triangle-Assembly-Instructions-with-QR-Code.pdf
https://ligneus.co.uk/
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 19.53 kg

Assembly Self Assembly (Flat Pack)

Wood Plywood

Childrens Toys Indoor Climbing

Age Range Junior (4yrs – 9yrs)

Range Ligneus PLAY

Colour Gretton Grey

Options & Features Customisable

https://ligneus.co.uk/

